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Those who are clever in imagination are far more pleased with themselves than
prudent men could reasonably be. They look down on people with a lofty air; they
are bold and confident in argument, where others are timid and unsure, and their
cheerful demeanor often wins the verdict of their listeners, for those whose
wisdom is imaginary enjoy the favor of judges similarly qualified.
—Blaise Pascal, Pensées
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Abstract
Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign ended in victory because of two powerful
forces: enormous media advantage gained through sensationalism and a strong coalition
made up of evangelicals, pragmatic conservatives, and the silent majority. The work of
Neil Postman sheds light on the underlying cultural foundation of Trump’s media
advantage. Parallels from the video game industry explain how intentional sensationalism
played into Trump’s success in the primary process. Evangelicals and pragmatic
conservatives joined Trump’s coalition in spite of his scandals, and Eric Hoffer’s work
helps explain his appeal to the silent majority. Ultimately, the patterns of Trump’s victory
yield significant learning opportunities for future political campaigns seeking to
capitalize on the same cultural trends.
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How Trump Won:
Media and the Silent Majority
in the 2016 US Presidential Election

Introduction
This is the end of the world, judging by the shocked outcry that followed Donald
Trump’s 2016 presidential victory.
The swell of rhetoric surrounding his campaign began on a note of hilarity in June
of 2015,1 and slowly shifted through alarm and outrage before settling on incredulous
horror.2 As Trump’s degree of success grew, pundits ran short on superlatives and started
digging into history, eventually dredging up quotes from ‘prophets’ like H. L. Mencken3
to express their disgust and indignation. Serious attempts to explain Trump’s rise to
prominence began cropping up around the time the laughter died off. Magazine editors,
news anchors, freelance journalists, columnists, and other prominent figures in the public
sphere proposed pet theories about Trump’s rise and his chances of winning. Many
doubted he would become the Republican candidate, and almost none expected him to go

1
Lindsay Kimble, “How Donald Trump Went from Political Joke to President-Elect,” People,
November 8, 2016, accessed April 11, 2017, http://people.com/politics/donald-trump-timeline-topresidential-nomination/.
2
Howard Kurtz, Media Buzz, Fox News, March 8, 2016, accessed April 1, 2017,
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/03/08/media-warnings-against-donald-trump-shift-from-aggressiveto-apocalyptic.html.

G. Jefferson Price III, “‘The White House will be adorned by a downright moron,’” Baltimore
Sun, November 25, 2016, accessed April 1, 2017, http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/opinion/oped/bs-edmencken-trump-20161119-story.html.
3
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on to defeat the Democratic chosen one.4 After he secured the nomination, gross selfconfidence settled into his opponent’s camp;5 Trump’s supporters remained hopeful, but
almost no one who relied on traditional predictors and models placed their bets on his
side of the table.6 On the eve of Election Day, one news agency hubristically declared
Clinton’s victory nigh-inevitable, pegging Trump’s odds at a measly 1.6%.7
But all the models and theories of pollsters and political scientists came crashing
down when the results became clear. As the impact of the outcome sank in, scholars and
journalists alike sought to comprehend how such a candidate could have won. Scholars
have not yet had sufficient time to regroup, rebuild, and process the event. Journalists, in
contrast, unleashed floods of commentary as soon as they knew the outcome.
At first, it may seem prudent to wait for both elements of the post-mortem before
issuing a verdict. In this case, though, the very character of the event seems to signal a
total failure on the part of the formal social sciences to predict and explain political
outcomes in the modern age. Better explanations may indeed be found in the assertions of

4
Ruairí Arrieta-Kenna, “The Worst Political Predictions of 2016,” Politico Magazine, December
28, 2016, accessed April 2, 2017, http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/12/the-worst-politicalpredictions-of-2016-214555; James Downie, “Why Donald Trump won’t be elected president,”
Washington Post, March 3, 2016, accessed April 16, 2017,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/why-donald-trump-wont-be-electedpresident/2016/03/03/50dafd0e-e169-11e5-9c36-e1902f6b6571_story.html.

Todd S. Purdum, “What Was Hillary Clinton’s Real Downfall? Complacency,” Politico
Magazine, November 10, 2016, accessed April 24, 2017,
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/11/hillary-clinton-loses-2016-complacency-214445.
5

6
Kenneth P. Vogel and Alex Isenstadt, “How did everyone get it so wrong?” Politico, November
9, 2016, accessed April 2, 2017, http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/how-did-everyone-get-2016wrong-presidential-election-231036.
7
Huffington Post, Twitter post, November 7, 2016 (8:25 a.m.), accessed March 28, 2017,
http://twitter.com/huffingtonpost/status/795663593689808896.
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journalists and informal sociologists. To demystify Trump’s victory, they point to media
influence and simmering class conflict based on deep-seated resentment. Their
observations and intuitions deserve rational consideration.
To be sure, dozens of factors—ranging from Trump’s physical height8 to the large
number of Republican candidates9—played some role in his ultimate victory, but two
elements stand out from the rest: free publicity and the ‘silent majority.’
To begin with, Trump’s public persona played on the nature of television as a
medium. Neil Postman’s surprisingly philosophical Amusing Ourselves to Death
illuminates the biases of televised public discourse and shines a light on how a character
like Trump could so effectively dominate the national conversation. This mastery of
television as a medium, demonstrated by the billions of dollars of free television coverage
he received, afforded Trump unparalleled access to spread his message.
Of course, free coverage means nothing without an audience. As Eric Hoffer
outlined in The True Believer, mass movements always center on a single individual—
one charismatic leader who can offer hope to a frustrated and angry populace. Trump
became the voice for a ‘silent majority’ of marginalized voters, and gave them a channel
for their latent momentum. Together, these two elements boosted him to the front of the
Republican primary and carried him onward to the White House.

Nikki Schwab, “Who’s Too Short to Be President?” U.S. News, July 8, 2015, accessed April 1,
2017, https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2015/07/08/how-tall-are-the-2016-presidential-candidates.
For a more academic treatment, see Stulp, et. al, “Tall claims? Sense and nonsense about the importance of
height of US presidents,” The Leadership Quarterly 24, no. 1 (February 2013): 159-171.
8

David Catanese, “The Biggest Republican Primary In 100 Years,” U.S. News, July 2, 2015,
accessed April 1, 2017, https://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/run-2016/2015/07/02/the-biggest-republicanprimary-in-100-years.
9
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Trump and the Media

Explaining Trump’s wild success with media coverage begins with a deep look at
the fundamental nature of television as a medium for public discourse. Although the
internet surged forward to rival it over the last thirty years, television remains the
predominant medium, especially among older segments of the population.10 That bears
certain consequences for American culture, which Postman described and lamented in his
1985 book Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business.
His work lays the foundation for understanding how Trump so easily dominated our
society’s highways and byways of information, and how that mastery became such a
massive boon to his campaign, especially during the primary.
Postman, Epistemology, and Television
Surprisingly philosophical in spite of its sensational title, Postman’s book begins
with a brief account of two dystopic visions. The first, proposed by George Orwell in his
classic novel 1984, assumes that a totalitarian state will erase history, condemn free
thought, and break every independent will. The second, woven into the narrative of
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, supposes instead that endless entertainment will
displace any desire for history, that free thought will be too uncomfortable to be
considered, and that individuals will willingly submit to self-imposed social uniformity
that guarantees ignorance and bliss. Postman holds that Huxley’s vision is already

Amy Mitchell, Jeffrey Gottfried, Michael Barthel, and Elisa Shearer, “Pathways to News,” Pew
Research Center, July 7, 2016, accessed April 18, 2017, http://www.journalism.org/2016/07/07/pathwaysto-news/; Nielsen, “The Digital Age: Young Adults Gravitate Toward Digital Devices,” October 10, 2016,
accessed April 9, 2017, http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2016/the-digital-age-young-adultsgravitate-toward-digital-devices.html.
10
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becoming a disturbing reality, and he reflects on this point throughout his book.11
He begins to make his case by arguing that “the concept of truth is intimately
linked to the biases of forms of expression.”12 He goes on to define epistemology as the
ways in which people frame, understand, and process reality. Mediums of
communication, he says, possess tremendous power to shape these ways of knowing
when they become a society’s predominant mode of public discourse, whether the society
realizes it or not. To illustrate his point, Postman describes the history of public discourse
in America from its beginnings with the printed word in the eighteenth century through
the introduction of the telegraph and the photograph and finally to the video camera.13
With this groundwork established, Postman attempts to show
that television’s way of knowing is uncompromisingly hostile to typography’s
way of knowing; that television’s conversations promote incoherence and
triviality; that the phrase “serious television” is a contradiction in terms; and that
television speaks in only one persistent voice—the voice of entertainment.14
He adds several caveats to his invectives against television, admitting that new
technologies always involve trade-offs15 and that seeking entertainment, in and of itself,
is not necessarily a bad thing.16 He insists, however, that television crosses a line by

11

Neil Postman, Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business
(1985; 20th Anniversary Edition, New York: Penguin Books, 2006), xix-xx, 110-111, 137-141, 155-156,
etc.
12

Ibid., 22.

13

Ibid., 1-80.

14

Ibid., 80.

15

Ibid., 29.

16

Ibid., 87.
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presenting all subject matter as entertainment.17 He presents his concrete case for this in
the second half of his book, which, after delving further into the underlying nature of
television, describes its impact on news, politics, religion, and education.18
When considering Trump’s election, the first two areas on that list bear the most
importance. With regard to televised news coverage, Postman indicts television as a
medium for annihilating context and promoting incoherence. Televised news, he says,
has so accustomed Americans to
a world of fragments, where events stand alone, stripped of any connection to the
past, or to the future, or to other events—that all assumptions of coherence have
vanished. And so, perforce, has contradiction. In the context of no context, so to
speak, it simply disappears.19
This, in part, explains how journalists—who wrote constantly of Trump’s undesirable
traits, lies, contradictions, and flip-flops—were ignored throughout his campaign.20
(Another significant part of this disconnect can be attributed to blatant media support of
Trump’s opponent.21) However, as Postman illustrates throughout his chapter on
televised news, the medium of television has always been acid to the philosophical
foundations of logic and rationale. Even in his day, media professionals complained
about the public’s lack of interest in critical journalism that called out politicians for

17

Postman, Amusing Ourselves, 87.

18

Ibid., 99-163.

19

Ibid., 110.

20
Jack Shafer, “Trump Was Not a Media Fail,” Politico Magazine, November 9, 2016, accessed
April 3, 2017, http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/11/donald-trump-wins-2016-media-214442.

Ken Silverstein, “This Election Has Disgraced the Entire Profession of Journalism,” Observer,
November 2, 2016, accessed April 3, 2017, http://observer.com/2016/11/this-election-has-disgraced-theentire-profession-of-journalism/.
21
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inconsistencies and falsehoods;22 the intervening thirty years of public discourse have
certainly not made this situation any better, assuming Postman is correct.
He turns next to politics, and argues that the rise of the political commercial
further degraded the quality of public discourse in America by squeezing life-and-death
debates on foreign and domestic policy, complex social ills, and even the nature of
government into twenty second video clips whose main goal is to win votes. Postman
writes that commercials teach
that short and simple messages are preferable to long and complex ones; that
drama is to be preferred over exposition; that being sold solutions is better than
being confronted with questions about problems. . . . [A] person who has seen one
million television commercials might well believe that all political problems have
fast solutions through simple measures—or ought to. Or that complex language is
not to be trusted, and that all problems lend themselves to theatrical expression.
Or that argument is in bad taste, and leads only to an intolerable uncertainty.23
The parallels between these expectations and the televised persona of Donald Trump are
inescapable. From the very beginning of his campaign, Trump’s policy prescriptions
received criticism for being shallow, naïve, and simplistic.24 His patterns of speech took
fire for being childish and immature.25 He became the target of ridicule for refusing to
back up his platform with rational arguments—or even to offer more details on their

22

Postman, Amusing Ourselves, 108-110.

23

Ibid., 131.

24
For example: Reid J. Epstein, “Meet the Candidate: Donald J. Trump,” Washington Wire, Wall
Street Journal, June 16, 2015, accessed April 3, 2017, http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2015/06/16/meet-thecandidate-donald-j-trump/.

Jack Shafer, “Donald Trump Talks Like a Third-Grader,” Politico Magazine, August 13, 2015,
accessed April 3, 2017, http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/donald-trump-talks-like-a-thirdgrader-121340.
25
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execution.26 But each of these tactics capitalized on the biases Postman identified as
endemic to television. To dominate public discourse, Trump pushed them to their limits,
far beyond what Postman’s less reflective contemporaries advised,27 and added an
additional element to the mix: sensationalism.
Sensationalism in Marketing
In the midst of Postman’s historical account of typography, he relates several key
points in the rise of modern advertising. At first, he says, those who issued
advertisements wrote them in the form of propositions to a rational audience, which could
be expected to respond according to rationally-considered needs and opportunities. As an
example, he describes an advertisement placed by Patrick Henry in a Boston newspaper
for dental services in 1768. Postman writes that such advertisements “intended to appeal
to understanding, not to passions” throughout the eighteenth and most of the nineteenth
centuries. In the late 1890s, however, things began to change. Advertisers adopted
slogans and images, and by the beginning of the twentieth century “advertisers no longer
assumed rationality on the part of their potential customers. Advertising became one part
depth psychology, one part aesthetic theory. Reason had to move itself to other arenas.”28
Postman revisits this shift away from reason in his chapter on politics, where he
asserts that most economic philosophies in the classical liberal or capitalist heritage rely

David A. Fahrenthold, “Republican candidate Donald Trump’s platform: Because I said so,”
Washington Post, August 1, 2015, accessed April 3, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/thetrump-platform-because-i-said-so/2015/08/01/4684802c-36f7-11e5-9739-170df8af8eb9_story.html.
26

27

Ted Klein and Fred Danzig, Publicity: How to Make the Media Work for You (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1985), 29-37.
28

Postman, Amusing Ourselves, 59-60.
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on a free market where rational individuals interact on rational grounds in voluntary
exchanges to satisfy individual needs. This “capitalist engine,” he writes, suffers from the
rise of television commercials, which have “made linguistic discourse obsolete as the
basis for product decisions. By substituting images for claims, the pictorial commercial
made emotional appeal, not tests of truth, the basis of consumer decisions.”29
Although he proceeds to elaborate on the implications of this for political
campaigns (as described in the previous section), the practice of marketing evolved far
beyond Postman’s modest description with the advent of computing and the internet (the
importance of which he underestimated30). Marketing fills the modern world and has
become a business in and of itself, serving the needs of individuals and businesses which
want an edge in their unique markets. In some cases, unconventional techniques produce
spectacular results.
For example, in the entertainment industry (ironically enough), video game
company Rockstar became infamous in 1997 with the release of Grand Theft Auto, its
first major title. At the time, violence in video games often earned disapproving remarks
and condemnation from conservative sources, both in America and elsewhere. A game
based on living a life of murder, theft, and robbery could not expect to meet with the
approval of prevailing authorities—but that was the whole point. Political actors in
Britain, France, and Germany condemned the game prior to its launch. Brazilian

29

Postman, Amusing Ourselves, 127.

30

Ibid., 161.
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authorities banned the game outright.31 It even received a negative mention in the UK
House of Lords. All of these actions served to fuel the game’s publicity, and by 1999 it
had sold over one million copies. The mastermind behind this scheme was Max Clifford,
a so-called “specialist in scandal” hired by Rockstar in 1997. He had worked behind the
scenes to bring the game to the attention of newspapers, conservative activists, and even
individuals like Lord Campbell of Croy, the man who vilified it before his peers in
Parliament.32 Earlier in his career, Clifford had earned notoriety as a publicist for
comedian Freddie Starr, whose name returned to common usage after the headline
“Freddie Starr Ate My Hamster” appeared in The Sun. Clifford had falsified the story, but
it became a sensation and boosted Starr’s career back into the spotlight.33
Rockstar’s exploitation of controversy continued as it released sequels to its first
major hit. The 2001 World Trade Center attacks, hitting less than a month before the
release of Grand Theft Auto III, delayed the production schedule while developers scaled
back inflammatory gameplay elements, over-the-top violence and sexual content. Even
so, the game met with an even higher degree of moral outrage than previous installments.
Australian authorities banned the game and activist Jack Thompson filed a lawsuit
against the developers. Notoriety again fueled sales, and within two months the game

Rus McLaughlin and Lucas M. Thomas, “IGN Presents the History of Grand Theft Auto,” IGN,
May 6, 2013, accessed April 4, 2017, http://www.ign.com/articles/2013/05/06/ign-presents-the-history-ofgrand-theft-auto-2, 1.
31

Chris Kohler, “How Grand Theft Auto Jacked the House of Lords,” Wired, March 27, 2012,
accessed April 5, 2017, https://www.wired.com/2012/03/grand-theft-auto-jacked/.
32

33
“Profile: Max Clifford,” BBC, March 23, 2009, accessed April 5, 2017,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/7923415.stm.
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became the top-selling title of 2001.34
In 2005, a misstep occurred involving a sexually explicit mini-game that the
developers had planned, designed, and then cancelled, but forgot to remove from the
game’s source code.35 Other than that, nothing changed very greatly for Rockstar until
late 2013, when it released Grand Theft Auto V under another storm of criticism. This
time, the studio had constructed and implemented a fully interactive torture scene into the
game’s storyline.36 In spite of the controversy (or perhaps because of it), the game sold
over 45 million copies by early 2015,37 and set a world-record for the highest release day
sales for a video game at $800 million.38
Rockstar is far from being the only beneficiary of intentional provocation,
however. Much smaller developers have employed similar tactics to boost sales numbers,
crossing lines with much more than just game content. In the early 2000s, prior to
releasing Shadow Man 2, games company Acclaim put out an announcement claiming

McLaughlin and Thomas, “Grand Theft Auto,” 2.

34
35

Ibid., 4.

Alex Hern, “Grand Theft Auto 5 under fire for graphic torture scene,” Guardian, September 18,
2003, accessed April 5, 2017, http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/sep/18/grand-theft-auto-5under-fire-for-graphic-torture-scene, via http://archive.is/R8HHp, snapshot as of September 20, 2013;
Hayley Tsukayama, “Here’s what makes torture in video games worse than on TV,” Washington Post,
September 20, 2013, accessed April 5, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theswitch/wp/2013/09/20/heres-what-makes-torture-in-video-games-worse-than-ontv/?utm_term=.64ed9733dc06.
36

37
“Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc. Reports Strong Results for Fiscal Third Quarter 2015,”
Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc. press release, February 3, 2015, accessed April 5, 2017,
http://ir.take2games.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=86428&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2013202.

Juliette Garside, “Grand Theft Auto 5 sees biggest ever first-day takings for a video game,”
Guardian, September 19, 2013, accessed April 5, 2017,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/sep/19/grand-theft-auto-5-first-day-record.
38
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the company wanted to pay the family members of recently-deceased individuals for
advertising space on the tombstones of their loved ones. They called it, jokingly,
“deadvertising.” Predictably, such morbid proposals generated outrage, particularly from
churches. Word spread and the game sold far better than it otherwise would have. The
same pattern repeated itself twice more: first with a tennis game, which Acclaim planned
to advertise by training pigeons to fly onto the field at Wimbledon to disrupt tennis
matches with the game’s logo painted on their wings, and again with a game called Turok
4: Evolution, when word went out that Acclaim would offer cash and prizes to
individuals who changed their legal names to Turok at the time of release. In the tennis
case, the controversy provoked a response from Wimbledon officials and garnered the
attention of the BBC. Every time, the free publicity boosted game sales.39
Each of these schemes came from the minds of Frank PR, a marketing firm
founded and operated by Andrew Bloch.40 The company’s most controversial stunt for
publicity came in late 2002, before the release of Burnout 2: Point of Impact. In order to
market the high-speed racing game, Acclaim announced that it would pay any speeding
fines issued in the UK on release day. The announcement had the desired effect: news
organizations picked up the story almost immediately. Officials from the UK Department
of Transport condemned the action, stopping just shy of calling it illegal and heavily
implying that the company could be held criminally liable if any injuries came about as a
result of the plan. From the start, however, Acclaim had planned to retract the statement
Leon Hurley, “When Games PR Stunts Went Mad,” Kotaku UK, December 11, 2014, accessed
April 5, 2017, http://www.kotaku.co.uk/2014/12/11/games-pr-stunts-went-mad.
39

40

Ibid.
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the day before the game’s release. According to Bloch, each of his firm’s plans received
careful strategic consideration before implementation to make sure the company’s profits
would not end up in the red—or its employees in jail.41
Perhaps the purest expression of this firestorm-based marketing strategy comes
from the game Hatred, produced in 2014 by a Polish studio called Destructive Creations.
The game, a top-down shooter focusing on graphic violence, tells the story of a serial
killer who slaughters most of his hometown’s inhabitants before annihilating himself and
the rest of the citizenry by blowing up a nuclear power plant.42 The game generated
controversy in the gaming world because it seemed purpose-built to justify negative
stereotypes of the industry and the communities around it. The firestorm stayed within
the gaming community itself, for the most part, but the publicity it generated in that
sphere made it a best-selling title on the online games platform Steam.43 In a blog post
responding to criticism, the developers wrote,
We wish to thank all of our haters and all upset press for a great marketing
campaign they’ve done for us. A week ago, we were a little company from the
middle of nowhere, just some guys making some game. Today everyone heard
about ‘Hatred’ and us.44

Hurley, “PR Stunts”; The Register, “UK Govt slams ‘irresponsible’ speed camera refund stunt,”
Register, October 4, 2002, accessed April 5, 2017,
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2002/10/04/uk_govt_slams_irresponsible_speed/.
41

Eddie Makuch, “Gameplay Trailer for Mass-Murdering Shooter Is Beyond Brutal,” GameSpot,
October 17, 2014, accessed April 5, 2017, https://www.gamespot.com/articles/gameplay-trailer-for-massmurdering-shooter-is-bey/1100-6423001/.
42

43
Matt Liebl, “Despite controversy, Hatred is a Steam ‘Top Seller,’” GameZone, June 1, 2015,
accessed April 5, 2017, http://www.gamezone.com/news/despite-controversy-hatred-is-a-steam-top-seller3417142.
44
“The first storm resisted,” hatredgame.com, October 21, 2014, accessed April 5, 2017,
http://destructivecreations.pl/inny-wpis-2/.
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Similar examples show up in dozens of other arenas—some intentional, some
spontaneous. Trump, however, became the first American presidential candidate to
successfully employ the strategy.
Trump’s Sensationalism and Primary Success
From the very beginning, Trump’s active disdain for political correctness45 earned
him front-page coverage. Focusing on the early stages of Trump’s campaign provides the
best examination of this, because sensationalism played its strongest role early on. In
combination with Trump’s prior name recognition, it pulled his campaign out of the
tabloid pages and into the mainstream news. Later in the primaries, it kept him at the
front of the crowd and underscored his name in the minds of voters.46 Once he won the
Republican nomination, however, it became a liability, and his fortuitous positioning as
the leader of an unlikely coalition had to carry him against his Democratic opponent in
the end.47
At the start, though, Trump’s brash and aggressive bearing won him headlines in
major papers across the United States. After laying the groundwork for a serious

45
“Politically correct: conforming to a belief that language and practices which could offend
political sensibilities (as in matters of sex or race) should be eliminated.” Merriam-Webster, s.v.
“politically correct,” accessed April 7, 2017, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/political%20correctness.
46
Nicholas Confessore and Karen Yourish, The Upshot, New York Times, March 15, 2016,
accessed April 8, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/16/upshot/measuring-donald-trumps-mammothadvantage-in-free-media.html.

Alex Isenstadt, Eli Stokols, Shane Goldmacher, and Kenneth P. Vogel, “Inside Trump’s
Stunning Upset Victory,” Politico Magazine, November 9, 2016, accessed April 8, 2017,
http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/11/donald-trump-wins-2016-214438.
47
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campaign,48 he built pressure for his campaign announcement and issued a rambling 40minute speech in which he accused Mexican immigrants of being rapists and drug
dealers.49 Pundits and commentators descended in droves.50 They kept coming back for
more as Trump’s ostensibly racist comments earned him widespread condemnation and
brought down severe business consequences, ranging from the loss of broadcasting deals
with the Miss Universe Organization51 to the removal of his fashion line from Macy’s
department stores52 to the Professional Golfers’ Association of America pulling a major
event from one of his courses.53 In the midst of all of this, his poll numbers stood firm.54

Daniel W. Drezner, “A very important memo to Donald Trump,” Washington Post, April 22,
2015, accessed April 9, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2015/04/22/a-veryimportant-memo-to-donald-trump/.
48

Ben Terris, “Donald Trump begins 2016 bid, citing his outsider status,” Washington Post, June
16, 2015, accessed April 9, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/donald-trump-is-now-acandidate-for-president-of-the-united-states/2015/06/16/5e6d738e-1441-11e5-9ddce3353542100c_story.html; Alexander Burns, “Donald Trump, Pushing Someone Rich, Offers Himself,”
New York Times, June 16, 2015, accessed April 9, 2017,
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/17/us/politics/donald-trump-runs-for-president-this-time-for-real-hesays.html.
49

50

For instance, see Alexander Burns, First Draft, New York Times, June 16, 2015, accessed April 9,
2017, https://www.nytimes.com/politics/first-draft/2015/06/16/choice-words-from-donald-trumppresidential-candidate/; Adam B. Lerner, “The 10 best lines from Donald Trump’s announcement speech,”
Politico, June 16, 2015, accessed April 9, 2017, http://www.politico.com/story/2015/06/donald-trump2016-announcement-10-best-lines-119066; etc.
51

Alan Rappeport, First Draft, New York Times, June 29, 2015, accessed April 9, 2017,
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Only a few enlightened writers noticed how he might actually benefit from the excessive
media attention.55
Around the middle of July, as the seriousness of Trump’s presidential run set in,
other contenders began seeing him as a nuisance, eating up valuable television space with
a doomed campaign. Republican Party leaders worried that he might take his voter base
away from the party with an independent campaign once he ‘inevitably’ lost in the
primaries.56 The depth of their concerns foreshadowed the mass movement that
eventually rallied behind him, but in spite of obvious signs,57 many Republicans stayed in
denial about his chances in the primaries until his wide-scale success on Super Tuesday.58
In the meantime, Trump kept the spotlight by saying one outrageous thing after
another. First he attacked nearly two dozen different individuals and institutions in a
single speech at a rally in Arizona.59 Then he criticized John McCain, insinuating that
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McCain’s five years as a prisoner of war in Vietnam made him a loser instead of a hero.60
New York Times pundit Nate Cohn asserted that this marked a pivot into decline, saying,
“His support will erode as the tone of coverage shifts . . . to reflecting the chorus of
Republican criticism.”61 When Trump’s poll numbers did not immediately confirm his
prediction, he doubled down, saying it might just be a delayed response.62
In his performance at the first GOP debate in Cleveland, Ohio, Trump reiterated
his refusal to pledge his support to the eventual Republican nominee, regardless of who it
might be.63 In spite of this, and in spite of his heated interaction with Megyn Kelly, the
Fox News moderator, his victory over the other candidates on stage was undeniable.64
The media made hay out of his ‘history of flippant misogyny’ and the subsequent
exchanges with Kelly for days afterward65 before moving on to cover various attacks on
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Trump66 (as well as the somehow important detail that he got called for jury duty67).
Negative publicity only seemed to feed his poll numbers.68
The next headline moment of the campaign came in early September when Trump
caved to Republican demands and signed the pledge.69 Somehow even this became a
victory for him instead of a humbling moment. And, of course, news cameras recorded
every moment.70 In the middle of September, after the second GOP debate, hosted by
CNN, pundits noted how much time the cameras spent lingering on Trump or splitting
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the screen between him and another candidate in heated exchanges.71 The entire debate, it
seemed, centered on Trump.72 At that point, a few voices in journalism began trying to
deflect critics who charged the media with fueling Trump’s rise in the Republican field.
Notably, Chris Cillizza of the Washington Post argued that “Trump is getting the
attention deserving of a front-runner.”73 Although he admitted no other candidate would
likely get as much coverage as Trump if they exchanged poll numbers, his argument
failed to account for the feedback effect. A rise in polls prompts more media attention,
which in turn leads to bandwagoning as voters lean toward the candidate that seems most
likely to win. Trump merely kick-started the cycle by making himself eminently worth
covering—which, Cillizza admitted, he most certainly was.74
Another major spike came when Trump argued for the deportation of Syrian civil
war refugees.75 Later in October, polls showed him trailing just behind Ben Carson for a
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week or two, which triggered another media storm.76 Trump’s subsequent performance in
the third Republican debate won less media attention, as more stories focused on the
antagonism between the candidates and the CNBC hosts.77
In mid-November, however, a bloody attack by Islamic terrorists in Paris left
more than 125 dead,78 completely overshadowing the impact of the fourth GOP debate
three days earlier.79 In the ensuing weeks, Trump again gained notoriety for reinforcing
his stance on anti-terrorism policy.80 He indicated support for measures as draconian as
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mandated registration for all Muslims in the United States, provoking the obvious
comparisons to Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler.81 Fair or not, this comparison followed Trump
even beyond his eventual inauguration.82
In early December, another terrorist attack struck a Christmas party in San
Bernardino, California, leaving 14 dead.83 Trump reacted with a call to halt all Muslim
immigration into the country,84 even as his campaign began to gain a reputation for
violence.85 The New York Times reported that crimes against American Muslims and
mosques had risen noticeably since the previous month’s Paris attacks, as well.86 Russian
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president Vladimir Putin helped Trump’s notoriety with an informal endorsement, 87 and
Trump received substantial mention in the mid-December Democratic presidential
debate.88 In the midst of all this, his poll numbers continued to rise, despite dropping just
below Senator Ted Cruz’s in the first weeks of December.89 Pundits kept insisting that he
would not win the Republican nomination, in spite of all the free press afforded him by
various media outlets.90 In fact, by that point Trump had already accumulated more
coverage on some news stations than the entire Democratic presidential field combined.91
In early 2016, the sixth GOP debate showcased Trump’s continued feud against
Cruz. Journalists declared their exchange a draw.92 A few days later, American news
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agencies had a field day while the British Parliament, acting based on a petition with
more than 570,000 signatures, debated whether or not to ban Trump from the United
Kingdom. In the end, the MPs decided not to satisfy the request, contenting themselves
with insults and self-congratulation.93 Trump scored another endorsement a day later, this
time from Sarah Palin, former governor of Alaska and vice presidential candidate for
John McCain’s failed 2008 presidential campaign.94 This marked another strategic move
in Trump’s attempt to secure his lead on Cruz.95 Palin’s disjointed endorsement speech
drew ridicule from pundits for its rambling, incoherent nature, which—of course—only
served to make it all the more sensational.96 Perhaps the most emblematic moment of
Trump’s entire campaign came on January 23, when he claimed he could stand on Fifth
Avenue in New York and shoot someone without losing any support.97
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Trump shocked the entire political world near the end of January, however, by
pulling out of the seventh GOP debate when he learned that Megyn Kelly would be
moderating it. The unorthodox move proved to be counter-intuitively strategic, however,
as Trump held a fundraiser for veterans instead and pulled substantial amounts of
coverage for his own private event.98 In fact, analysis by Politico showed that Trump
dominated social media mentions during the debate.99
February began with another firestorm centered on the frontrunner’s approving
remarks regarding waterboarding and other forms of torture. On a CNN talk show, and
then later at the eighth GOP debate, he affirmed the use of such methods to elicit
information from terrorists and other enemies of the state, insisting that reviving their use
would demonstrate strength to America’s enemies.100 He stood by his position when
challenged on it later, as well.101 Surprisingly, however, Trump—his polling lead secure
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and undeniable—made much less of a stir at the debate,102 except to accuse the GOP
establishment of packing the arena with hostile attendees.103 The controversy over torture
made headlines again shortly afterward when Trump repeated a supporter’s profane
attack on Cruz.104
In the next debate, on February 13, Trump became something of a punching bag
for the other candidates, but this still left him as the center of attention in spite of his
comparatively poor performance.105 The real notable incident in February came later on,
when the head of the Catholic Church, Pope Francis, after a trip to Mexico, offered
remarks to reporters which indicted Trump for focusing on building walls over building
bridges.106 Trump fired back, condemning the idea that religious leaders could question
the faith of public leaders and suggesting that the Vatican would make a tempting target
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for Islamic terrorists.107 A week later, in the last February debate, Senator Marco Rubio
tore into Trump over and over in what seemed to be a last-ditch attempt to break the
billionaire’s win streak. Trump, who had just come off of winning the New Hampshire,
South Carolina, and Nevada primaries, hardly scored any hits on his opponents in return,
but the desperation in their approach spoke for itself.108
On Super Tuesday, Trump cleaned house, winning seven of the eleven GOP
primaries. Once the results became clear, he celebrated with a massive press conference
at his Mar-A-Lago estate in Florida. All the major networks broadcast the event live.109
From then on, his lead only grew stronger. In mid-March, Rubio dropped out of the race
after losing his home state primary to Trump,110 leaving Ted Cruz as the billionaire’s
only serious opponent. Cruz dropped out in early May following a string of primary
losses that left him no route to the nomination.111
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Throughout his campaign, Trump also earned attention for his innovative and
flamboyant use of Twitter. In contrast with traditional candidates, who often assigned the
role to interns or staffers, Trump controlled his account himself and spent hours each day
composing messages and interacting on the social media platform. Bands of loyal
followers ganged up on detractors to defend Trump’s insults and self-aggrandizing
pronouncements.112 To catalog the former, the New York Times built an interactive list
describing Trump’s 325 targets in his own words, and continued to update it past his
inauguration and into the first few months of his presidency.113 One scholarly analysis
credited Trump’s Twitter success to “de-professionalisation and even amateurism.”114 On
at least one notable occasion, Trump’s Twitter feed became the focus for broadcast news
stories, blurring the lines between the two mediums.115
Dozens of press conferences, rallies, and TV show appearances filled the gaps
between Trump’s major scandals. Each one drew large TV audiences and boosted show
ratings. By late July, when he formally accepted the Republican nomination at the
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Republican National Convention in Cleveland, Trump’s position as the center of attention
could not be more secure, and his coalition to seize the presidency had formed around
him. That never would have happened if he had remained in the fringe, as in 2000 and
2012. Sensationalism, however, pushed him to the front and kept him there—and the
numbers put that fact beyond reasonable doubt.
Trump’s Media Advantage and Impact
As noted earlier, Trump amassed a substantial advantage in free media coverage
over his Republican competitors and over the Democratic field as well. As early as
December 2015, the sheer size of that advantage became, ironically, part of the
cacophony of news stories about him.116
In the spring, shortly after Rubio’s withdrawal, the New York Times issued an
analysis of Trump’s advertising budget compared with the value of his free media
coverage. Through February 2016, Trump spent less than $10 million on purchased
advertising, but received nearly $2 billion in free media.117 By August, his opponent
Hillary Clinton almost matched him in monthly free coverage, falling short by a mere
$20 million per month118—but even so, Trump finished the election with an estimated $5
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billion to Clinton’s $3.25 billion in free media, according to MediaQuant’s election postmortem. Even though all of these numbers are rough estimates with many caveats, they
demonstrate the tremendous advantage generated by Trump’s antics. As MediaQuant’s
analyst Mary Harris wrote for the report,
I hesitate to use the term “free media”, because Donald Trump earned his media
coverage. He earned it from his bombastic and insulting statements, he earned it
from pulling in massive crowds to his rallies, and he earned it from winning
primary after primary. Whether by design or accident, he bypassed paid
advertising to bask in the attention and validation of a 24-hour news cycle.
Harris goes so far as to say that Trump’s coverage numbers now define a new benchmark
for ubiquitous media coverage, against which future candidates, personalities, and trends
can be measured.119
Trump’s own words indicate that his media advantage came about by design. In
his book The Art of the Deal, Trump describes his strategies to generate publicity and
seize headlines. “One thing I’ve learned about the press is that they’re always hungry for
a good story, and the more sensational the better,” he writes.120 He continues,
I'm not saying that they necessarily like me. Sometimes they write positively, and
sometimes they write negatively. But from a pure business point of view, the
benefits of being written about have far outweighed the drawbacks. It's really
quite simple. If I take a full-page ad in the New York Times to publicize a project,
it might cost $40,000, and in any case, people tend to be skeptical about
advertising. But if the New York Times writes even a moderately positive onecolumn story about one of my deals, it doesn't cost me anything, and it's worth a
lot more than $40,000.121
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Here Trump captures the essence of the Max Clifford style of publicity—the core of what
made Grand Theft Auto, Hatred, and Acclaim’s various games into surprising successes.
He understands that “even a critical story . . . can be very valuable to your business,” and
that getting “a lot of attention” by itself “creates value.”122 This phenomenon also goes by
the axiom “There is no such thing as bad publicity.” During the presidential race and in
the ensuing analysis, several writers commented on the apparent determination of the
Trump campaign to test that axiom to its limits.123 It was a point made most succinctly by
Matt Taibbi in Rolling Stone: “Trump found the flaw in the American Death Star. It
doesn't know how to turn the cameras off, even when it's filming its own demise.”124
Basic human psychology may be partly to blame for the axiom’s peculiar impact
in modern electoral politics. Various studies, beginning the work of Polish-born
psychologist Robert Zajonc, have documented and elaborated upon what he called the
mere exposure effect. In Thinking, Fast and Slow, Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman
described this effect as “the link between the repetition of an arbitrary stimulus and the
mild affection that people eventually have for it.” Its impact on the human decision-
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making process, he says, springs primarily from the sense of cognitive ease humans get
from the repetition.125
Whatever impact these factors had upon the electorate, Trump’s success in
distributing his message cannot be understated. This message, for better or worse,
reached the ears of anyone who watched televised coverage of the campaign, reached the
eyes of anyone who read print or online newspapers, and reached the hearts of those who,
in November, cast their votes for him.
Trump’s Coalition
For all his success in cultivating his media presence and spreading his message far
and wide, however, Trump could not have won without earning those same votes.
Increasing polarization in American politics destined nearly half of his audience to hate
and fear him, and among the remainder, strong voices protested his popularity from the
beginning. In spite of such strong opposition, Trump constructed a winning coalition
from three distinct groups: evangelical Christians, pragmatic conservatives who could not
stomach the thought of a Clinton presidency, and the so-called ‘silent majority.’ Only the
last group truly believed in Trump’s message, but once he won the Republican
nomination, evangelicals and conservatives had no better choice than to join him.
It should be noted, of course, that a lot of overlap existed between the three
groups. Many non-evangelical conservative leaders enthusiastically supported Trump;
some evangelicals fell in line for reasons other than policy-driven pragmatism; and the
philosophical themes that made Trump an antihero held sway across all three groups to a
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greater or lesser degree. But the groups, at heart, were well-defined segments of the
voting population, each of which followed its own unique path to the ballot box in
November.
The Evangelical Component
By intention or by accident, Trump laid religious groundwork for his 2016
campaign as far back as 2010 and 2011. Prior to his canceled 2012 run, he publicly
reversed many of his views on social issues to line up with prevailing conservative
orthodoxy126 and openly declared his faith in God and the Bible.127 In mid-May 2011,
Reverend Paula White organized a meeting with over two dozen evangelical leaders and
pastors,128 including Drs. Darrell and Belinda Scott. At an appearance with her husband
in late October of 2016, Belinda reminisced about the meeting:
So we're sitting there with other officials, other spiritual leaders, and in walks Mr.
Donald J. Trump. He walks in the room six and a half years ago and this is what
he said: “I've invited all y'all here to simply ask for prayer.” Prayer! “I want you
all to pray because I'm thinking about running for the presidency of the United
States.”129
She described the event in a little more detail, then related how Trump reached out to her
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and her husband at the beginning of his 2016 campaign: “Fast forward it six and a half
years later . . . when Michael Cohen said that ‘The boss is thinking about running.’ We
said, ‘Running where?’ He said, ‘Running for president.’ My husband immediately said,
‘Count me in.’”130
After the first few months of Trump’s campaign, as he moved ahead in polls, the
seriousness of his candidacy sunk in and he earned a place in various election-related
events organized by evangelical and other Christian leaders. At the Values Voter Summit
in Washington in September 2015, he placed fifth in a straw poll among evangelical
activists, behind both Rubio and Cruz. A few days later he convened a group of preachers
and televangelists at Trump Tower for many of the same reasons as the 2011 meeting.
Darrell Scott attended the meeting, actively defending Trump against the few individuals
who challenged him on his insulting demeanor.131 Within a week, his poll numbers
among the general population of white born-again evangelicals had surpassed those of
soft-spoken Ben Carson and the other Republican candidates.132
Trump’s ascendancy did not go unprotested among evangelicals, however. From
the start, a separate faction harshly criticized him and his followers. Russell Moore, the
president of the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist
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Convention, soon joined the front lines of what became a vicious battle between proTrump and anti-Trump evangelicals. In mid-September 2015, Moore penned an opinion
piece for the New York Times, arguing that Trump’s moral character invalidated him for
the presidency and pointing out the obvious parallels to President Bill Clinton’s
philandering and impeachment.133 He spoke out again after the meeting at Trump Tower,
telling Politico that Trump’s evangelical supporters were “prosperity gospel types, which
are considered by mainstream evangelicals to be heretics.”134 In December, after Trump
suggested closing the border to all Muslims, Moore wrote an editorial for the Washington
Post which criticized the idea and argued that Christians concerned about their own
religious liberties should extend their advocacy to the rights of Muslims as well.135 An
informal, unscientific survey by WORLD Magazine in early January indicated that
Trump held barely any support among evangelical leaders.136
His campaign kept rolling, however, and that same month Trump marked off
another box on his checklist to appeal to evangelicals: he made an appearance at Liberty
University’s thrice-weekly Convocation on Martin Luther King Jr. Day and spoke to the
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school’s students about his candidacy.137 The school, founded by Jerry Falwell Sr. in
1971, became further embroiled in the battle later that month when Liberty’s president,
Jerry Falwell Jr., personally endorsed Trump138 and spent a weekend campaigning with
him ahead of the Iowa primary.139 The endorsement provoked harsh criticism from other
leaders in the anti-Trump wing of the evangelical cohort, including Russell Moore, who
tweeted his disapproval.140 Dozens of Liberty alumni voiced their own surprise, concern,
and embarrassment over the endorsement, as well.141 Perhaps the most personal criticism
came from Falwell’s inner circle: Mark DeMoss, then-chair of the executive committee
of Liberty University’s governing board and a close friend of the late Falwell Sr., did an
interview with the Washington Post to air his objections to Trump’s candidacy and the
younger Falwell’s endorsement.142
The conflict turned the school into a microcosm of the larger rift among
evangelicals. On Super Tuesday, Trump did poorly in the precinct that covered Liberty’s
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campus, winning barely 8% of the primary vote in the shadows of Cruz (33%) and Rubio
(44%).143 Two months later, DeMoss resigned from the board under pressure from fellow
board members, who took issue with his criticisms of Falwell.144
Over the summer, as Trump became the official Republican nominee, the
university’s internal conflict died away to a whisper while students enjoyed their break.
Trump continued to push for the evangelical vote, hosting a large meeting of social
conservatives in June (where Falwell introduced him on stage).145 The billionaire scored
again later that week when Focus on the Family founder James Dobson issued a
statement affirming Trump’s faith and calling him a born-again Christian. Dobson later
said Paula White had been the driving force behind Trump’s conversion.146 Theologian
and ethicist Wayne Grudem joined the Trump train in late July when Trump locked in the
nomination.147 For a little while, things looked good for social conservatives as Trump
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made serious steps to communicate a strong pro-life message.148
A few days into October, however, the storm hit. The Washington Post uncovered
footage of Trump from 2005 in which Trump unknowingly bragged into a live
microphone about his fame and his sexual exploits.149 In the evangelical world, the news
hit deeper than it did in the wider arena of public discourse, largely due to the lingering
Christian emphasis on morality and righteousness when choosing public leaders. Those
who already supported Trump against Clinton mostly stuck with him,150 Russell Moore
launched another Washington Post editorial condemning Trump and his evangelical
followers,151 and—surprisingly—Wayne Grudem pulled back from his previous
statement, issuing an apology and calling on Trump to withdraw.152 WORLD Magazine
issued an editorial in the same vein near the end of October.153
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Meanwhile, at Liberty University, conflict continued to grow. Falwell publicly
reaffirmed his support for Trump, insisting that the footage surfaced as the result of a
conspiracy to give Republican establishment figures an escape route from their
endorsements and commitments.154 Students began to fight back. A petition began to
circulate on October 12 with a statement titled “Liberty United Against Trump.”155 That
same day, Falwell again defended Trump on a CNN talk show, refusing to say that a
conviction for sexual assault would be a deal breaker in his support of the billionaire.156
On the 13th, he fired back at the petitioners, congratulating them for speaking their minds
but pulling out all the stops to discredit them and minimize their message.157 As the story
grew, journalists found it difficult to approach the topic, since members of the board of
trustees and the school’s faculty refused to speak on the record about the conflict.158 The
three students who initiated the petition drive wrote an editorial for the Washington Post,
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claiming they had collected more than 2,000 signatures and reiterating their objections.
They also said they felt compelled to speak out because of the example set by DeMoss’s
forced resignation; as students, they were the only voices left.159 Falwell kept up his
attack, even openly accusing them of wanting to help Clinton win the presidency.160
At the same time, the scandal was wreaking havoc in the Trump campaign.
Chances of winning seemed remote at best. Trump doubled down on his sensationalist
tactics, dragging out all of the Clintons’ dirty laundry for the second debate against the
Democratic nominee in mid-October.161 Wayne Grudem struck a fatalistic note in his
final editorial on the 19th as he grudgingly advised evangelicals to vote for Trump on the
basis of pragmatic policy concerns.162
When the dust settled, it seemed the pro-Trump faction had prevailed. Exit polling
showed that, nationwide, over 80% of white evangelical or born-again Christians cast
their votes for Trump.163 On Liberty’s campus precinct, Trump got 85% of the vote, but a
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minority of anti-Trump voters remained, almost evenly divided among independent
candidate Evan McMullin (156 votes, 5%), Hillary Clinton (140 votes, 4%), and
Libertarian candidate Gary Johnson (137 votes, 4%).164 The pragmatism of Wayne
Grudem and Jerry Falwell carried the vote against the principles of Russell Moore and
Dustin Wahl.
Pragmatism cannot explain Trump’s evangelical appeal in the primaries, however.
A different force operated there. For more than thirty years, since before Postman’s astute
observations on the topic, televangelism soaked into the character and understanding of
America’s Christian population at large. After preparing himself by watching forty-two
hours of Robert Schuller, Oral Roberts, Jimmy Swaggart, Jerry Falwell Sr., Jim Bakker,
and Pat Robertson, Postman offered this observation:
There is no great religious leader . . . who offered people what they want. Only
what they need. But television is not well suited to offering people what they
need. It is “user friendly.” It is too easy to turn off. . . . As a consequence, what is
preached on television is not anything like the Sermon on the Mount. Religious
programs are filled with good cheer. They celebrate affluence. Their featured
players become celebrities. Though their messages are trivial, the shows have
high ratings, or rather, because their messages are trivial, the shows have high
ratings.165
In other words, it is no coincidence that modern televangelists like Paula White and
Darrell Scott rallied behind Trump. His mastery of television as a medium—his
showmanship—drew them, and their followers, into his sphere as a matter of course.
Under that light, Falwell Jr.’s comparison of Trump to his father takes on a different
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meaning, as well. As an entertainer, Trump merely followed in the footsteps of the late
televangelist, heeding the call of “a medium that requires them to fashion performances
rather than ideas.”166
In that respect, Trump’s early popularity among evangelicals sprung from the
same source as his generalized popularity among older generations, and it was by no
means universal. Strong voices fought against it. When he became the Republican
nominee, however, he also became the last best hope for the remainder of evangelicals,
even those who abhorred his character.
The Pragmatic Conservative Component
Trump’s nomination also made him the last best hope for a wider population of
conservatives who abhorred his political ideology. From the start, he earned the
opprobrium of pundits on the right for his disdain for civil liberalism and free market
economics.167 For a while, publications like the National Review treated Trump as a free
lesson in the shifting values of the conservative base; he would come and go like all other
radically anti-establishment candidates, and that would be that. The only important task
would be to learn from his popularity and adopt elements of his approach to promote true
conservative principles further down the line.168 Near the end of 2015, when Trump’s
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dominance showed no signs of dissolving, the National Review began asking just how
deep those demographic and ideological shifts truly went.169
Late in the primary process, as Trump’s rise among the ranks of the Republican
Party hopefuls continued, a loose coalition of party leaders, conservative power brokers,
and pundits scrambled to oppose his nomination.170 Many of them acted on the pragmatic
concern that Trump could never succeed against any reasonable Democratic candidate in
the general election.171 Others spoke out on principle, insisting that they would not even
vote for Trump if he won the nomination.172 The National Review convened a
symposium of conservative thought leaders to issue a broadside attack on Trump that
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warned of dire consequences for conservatism should he win the nomination.173
Most of these objections failed as that uncomfortable possibility slowly
transformed into a terrifying reality. Dennis Prager, writing in the National Review,
explained why: “[If Trump] is the Republican nominee, he will be the only alternative to
the Left’s further ruining America for another four years.”174 Some held out hope for a
contested convention until the moment the delegates cast their votes,175 but others caved
and endorsed Trump months before the convention. For example, House Speaker Paul
Ryan, the embodiment of the Republican establishment, said in early May that he could
not endorse and support Trump, who by then had forced his last remaining opponent, Ted
Cruz, out of the running.176 His reluctance stemmed from serious concerns over Trump’s
commitment to conservative principles. Less than a month later, however, under
mounting pressure, Ryan reconsidered and endorsed the presumptive nominee.177
Among self-styled true conservatives, the story was no different. The libertarian-
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leaning Freedom Caucus, which prided itself on its principled style of political
engagement, shied away from direct opposition to Trump for pragmatic reasons,178 and
National Review pundits (including the acclaimed classical liberal thinker Thomas
Sowell) emphasized Trump’s narrow advantage as the lesser of two evils for conservative
voters.179 Even Ted Cruz, who had so blatantly snubbed Trump in his speech at the
Republican National Convention in July,180 endorsed the billionaire in late September.181
This rocky path to unity among Republicans and conservatives took another turn
in October, however, with the same scandal that rocked the evangelical contingent.
Within a few short days of the Washington Post story, droves of high-ranking
conservatives publicly abandoned Trump. Several went so far as to demand his
withdrawal so they could put up a new nominee.182 Paul Ryan came close to reversing his
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already hesitant endorsement.183 Trump, struggling to manage the chaos, fired back at
Ryan and doubled down on his egocentric campaign style,184 while his supporters
defended him and put pressure on their elected representatives to stand by their chosen
leader.185 Things seemed very bleak.
Then FBI Director James Comey dropped a bombshell less than two weeks before
the election: the FBI was reopening its investigation into Hillary Clinton’s private email
server.186 Trump jumped on the opportunity, shifting the public debate off of his dismal
prospects and onto Clinton’s character.187 Hope flooded back to the Trump campaign,188
even though national polls still predicted his loss by a narrow margin.189 Paul Ryan
reversed course again just before the election, throwing his voice firmly behind the
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Republican nominee.190
By midnight on November 8, it was all over. Trump had won, the worst case
scenario had been averted, and conservatives—after a few moments of revelry191—could
return to their criticisms and objections.192 With the crisis past, the Freedom Caucus soon
reasserted its principles by blocking the passage of an amendment to Obamacare.193
Pragmatism had carried the day when the very survival of conservatism seemed to be at
stake; as the existential crisis receded into the past, these conditional chunks of the
Trump coalition dissolved back into their constituent elements.
The Silent Majority
The final component to Trump’s winning coalition also proved to be the largest
and most influential. Many of the themes embodied by this so-called ‘silent majority’
were reflected in the pragmatism of evangelicals and conservatives, but this group took it
to an extreme born from years of economic stagnation and grinding cultural warfare.
Early on, observers correctly pointed out that they were neither a majority nor silent,194
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rendering their name a total oxymoron; but even so, it was the group that rallied around
Trump in 2015, secured his nomination, and pushed him to surprising narrow victories in
states like Pennsylvania, Florida, North Carolina, and Wisconsin.195
Mere ‘economic stagnation and grinding cultural warfare’ do not encompass the
background of Trump’s movement, however. The well from which he drew ran down
into an aquifer of resentment and frustration that had been growing for decades. Through
Trump, this body of people found an outlet uncapped by the rules and requirements of
polite political discourse. They found an antihero to blow up all the villains and systems
that had caused the decline of their entire way of life. They found someone to channel
their anger.
Understanding Trump’s appeal to this previously undiscovered voter base
requires a grasp of the sociology of mass movements. Eric Hoffer, a mid-twentieth
century philosopher and sociologist, wrote eloquently on the topic in his 1951 book The
True Believer. Applying his insights to the Trump campaign uncovers striking parallels.
Hoffer begins by describing the most important feature of a mass movement:
“Those who would transform a nation or the world cannot do so by breeding and
captaining discontent. . . . They must know how to kindle and fan an extravagant hope.”
Hoffer dismisses demographic analysis, saying the only relevant attribute is a willingness
to “proceed recklessly with the present, wreck it if necessary, and create a new world.”
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This stems, he says, from intense discontent, a feeling of empowerment, big dreams for a
better world, and disregard for (or ignorance of) the barriers in the way.196
The first element, discontent, springs largely from weakness. Several years after
writing The True Believer, Hoffer—in an article describing the state of Asia after World
War II—wrote that, although power corrupts,
it is perhaps equally important to realize that weakness, too, corrupts. Power
corrupts the few, while weakness corrupts the many. Hatred, malice, rudeness,
intolerance, and suspicion are the fruits of weakness. The resentment of the weak
does not spring from any injustice done them but from the sense of their
inadequacy and impotence. They hate not wickedness but weakness.197
In modern America, that sense of impotence arises among those who feel that they have
lost the freedom to live as they choose. To many, the American Dream—that resonant
image of self-made prosperity—is dead, as Trump declared at the very start of his
campaign.198
There are as many unique reasons for this as there are individual Trump voters,
but various themes and patterns do exist. As Matt Stoller wrote for The Atlantic,
“Americans feel a lack of control: They are at the mercy of distant forces, their
livelihoods dependent on the arbitrary whims of power.”199 Stoller pointed to increasing
economic centralization and monopolization as the predominant causes of this feeling of
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impotence. Glenn Greenwald assigned blame to “prevailing institutions of authority in
the West” that “have relentlessly and with complete indifference stomped on the
economic welfare and social security of hundreds of millions of people.”200 Rob Hoffman
chalked it up to “liberal activism that came to dominate the cultural landscape and claim
victory after victory in the social arena, whether the issue was abortion or gay marriage or
transgender rights, always accompanied by that same disdain for right-wing views as
worthy of the Stone Age.”201 Charles Murray explained it as a result of class divisions
that evolved since the 1960s and a corresponding decay of American social unity, ending
in the invisible destitution of the working class.202
All of these accounts, taken together, build a fairly comprehensive obituary of the
American Dream, as seen by any given member of the silent majority. But that only tells
part of the story. Before a hero can arise, there must be a villain. As Hoffer writes, “[T]he
genius of a great leader consists in concentrating all hatred on a single foe.”203 Trump’s
mass movement came with a ready-made villain: the liberal elite.
He could hardly have asked for a better one. Dozens of commentaries, from both
left and right, paint a picture of the illiberal left as a self-righteous, sneering, disdainful,
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stuck-up bunch of city-dwellers with screwed-up priorities and an even more screwed-up
picture of reality. It is a case made most clearly (albeit profanely) by Cracked.com’s
David Wong:
Blacks riot, Muslims set bombs, gays spread AIDS, Mexican cartels behead
children, atheists tear down Christmas trees. Meanwhile, those liberal Lena
Dunhams in their $5,000-a-month apartments sip wine and say, "But those white
Christians are the real problem!" Terror victims scream in the street next to their
own severed limbs, and the response from the elites is to cry about how men
should be allowed to use women's restrooms and how it's cruel to keep chickens
in cages.204
Caitlin Flanagan echoed the sentiment in The Atlantic when she wrote about liberal latenight comedy shows and “the conviction that they and their fans are intellectually and
morally superior to those who espouse any of the beliefs of the political right.”205 Jack
Shafer, writing for Politico about Hollywood and the Golden Globe awards, described
how Meryl Streep “portrayed herself and her glamorous colleagues as poor, pitiable, putupon artists who have been traumatized by the election of a non-Democrat to the White
House.” He continued: “Streep’s real message was as narcissistic as any Trump
performance. Look how virtuous and sensitive I am! Cheer for me to show how virtuous
and sensitive you are! The audience obliged.”206
With respect to villainy, The Democratic Party played right into Trump’s hands
by nominating the walking, talking embodiment of everything Trump’s silent majority
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detested. One of the most iconic moments in Clinton’s campaign came in September
2016, when she attacked Trump’s supporters, calling them a “basket of deplorables.”207
To the billionaire’s followers, it only further vindicated everything they already believed
about Clinton and the other villains in Washington, D.C. When it came to campaigning,
Clinton took victory for granted in several states where Trump ultimately upstaged her,
like Michigan and Wisconsin. She never so much as set foot in either state after securing
her party’s nomination.208
Even the Republican Party inadvertently made itself part of the band of villains
arrayed against Trump. The fight to oust him from the party earned him even greater
approval ratings among his supporters.209 An attack by Mitt Romney just after Super
Tuesday provoked stinging repudiation from the ranks of Trump’s primary voters.210 In
their minds, not only had the liberal elite been driving the country into the ground,
Romney and his friends had let them do it.
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Trump’s opposition included mainstream news agencies like the New York
Times, which issued biased coverage of the election even as it handed Trump millions of
dollars in free publicity. For example, the Times only ran an article about Clinton’s
“basket of deplorables” comment when Republicans voiced their objections to it. After
the vice presidential debate, one Wall Street Journal author noted the obvious
partisanship of sites like Vox, CNBC, and CNN,211 and just before the election Ken
Silverstein wrote in the Observer that “major outlets and Washington political reporters”
had “all but openly worked on Clinton’s behalf.”212 After the election, the Times’
publisher and executive editor penned a letter to their readers, offering an awkward semiapology for biased coverage, although they never used the word “apology.”213
Jack Shafer, attempting to defend his profession from accusations of failure,
wrote after the election, “The press succeeded in exposing Trump for what he was.
Voters just decided they didn’t care.” Later in the same piece, he complained that “it says
something sordid about the American voter that they would ignore the correct verdict on
him.”214 He took for granted that journalists took on the role of judge and jury, without
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asking what that meant for the whole concept of unbiased journalism.
Shafer did correctly identify the character of Trump’s campaign, however. In the
same piece, he wrote,
[T]he Trump victory wasn’t a mere expression of disdain or revenge, or an
endorsement of the lesser of two evils. However negative Trump is . . . he was
selling a positive vision about greatness and restoration to voters. He slung praise
upon a constituency that was starved for the respect of a plain-speaking candidate
. . . For these people he conveyed dignity and the rescue of lost honor. He
delivered their payback. He embodied their grievances.215
In other words, Trump offered hope instead of merely “captaining discontent.” In order to
lead a mass movement, Hoffer wrote, one “must master the art or technique of sharing
hope, pride, and, as a last resort, hatred with others.”216 Trump shared all three.
Hoffer’s most insightful notes, however, explain why Trump became an antihero
rather than a conventional hero. After outlining how hatred helps to solidify a mass
movement, he writes: “It is startling to see how the oppressed almost invariably shape
themselves in the image of their hated oppressors.” As examples, he takes Hitler’s
Germany and Communist Russia. The former, he says, forced democracies to become
“zealous, intolerant, and ruthless.” The latter, he implies, forced the West to become
conspiratorial, expansionistic, and Machiavellian.217 By extension, the villainy of
Trump’s opponents molded him in their own image, as Shafer realized at the Golden
Globe Awards.218
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Hoffer continues by listing the necessary attributes an aspiring leader must
possess in order to stand at the helm of a mass movement.
Exceptional intelligence, noble character and originality seem neither
indispensable nor perhaps desirable. The main requirements seem to be: audacity
and a joy in defiance; an iron will; a fanatical conviction that he is in possession
of the one and only truth; faith in his destiny and luck; a capacity for passionate
hatred; contempt for the present; a cunning estimate of human nature; . . .
unbounded brazenness which finds expression in a disregard of consistency and
fairness; . . . [and] a capacity for winning and holding the utmost loyalty of a
group of able lieutenants.219
The list reads almost like an ad hoc description of Trump. The similarities grow stronger
as Hoffer continues: “The quality of ideas seems to play a minor role in mass movement
leadership. What counts is the arrogant gesture, the complete disregard of the opinion of
others, the singlehanded defiance of the world.” Finally, Hoffer argues that some amount
of charlatanism “is indispensable to effective leadership. There can be no mass
movement without some deliberate misrepresentation of facts.”220
Together, these patterns combined to crown Trump king of the silent majority. As
Hoffer predicted, Trump absorbed the very philosophy of the elites he and all of his
followers hated so strongly and launched a counteroffensive in the most brutally
authentic way he could. The Federalist’s David Ernst described that philosophy this way:
Postmodernism is the source of the emphasis that our culture puts on authenticity,
and the scorn it directs towards phoniness. After all, if the only one true thing in
the world is that all truth and morality are relative, then anyone who pretends
otherwise is either an idiot or a fraud. Hence the contemporary appeal of the
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antihero, and the disappearance of the traditional hero.221
Trump grasped, as did Ernst, that “protesting an accusation from the Left that you’re not
a racist, sexist, etc. on its own terms is a recipe for failure.” Trump opted to “neutralize
the charge by denying its very premises, and in so doing, deny the power of the accuser to
render any judgment in the first place.” Ultimately, Ernst wrote, “what Trump’s enemies
failed to grasp was that he wasn’t winning because of the crazy things he was saying, but
because of the phony outrage and affected condescension it provoked.”222
Trump broke all the rules of the political game and did it with all the charisma of
a bull in a china shop—which was exactly the charisma he needed to become the
champion of the silent majority. He scored highest among voters whose outlook for the
future seemed darkest223 and he scored lowest in bastions of the liberal elite like
Washington, D.C.224 The voters that Clinton took for granted gave her, and everything
she stood for, the middle finger by voting for Trump.225
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Conclusion

From start to finish, Trump’s campaign provoked outrage, disgust, applause,
incredulity, horror, loyalty, and—in its best moments—profound introspection. For some,
his victory represents the breakdown of the American political process, the backwardness
of the Right, and the impending death of the polity. For others, it represents the shattering
of oppressive political correctness, the rebuke so long deserved by the American left, and
a resurgence of hope for a better future. As scholars, philosophers, and sociologists
continue to dissect the chaos, strategists and planners are already absorbing the lessons of
the past twenty months to prepare for the next election cycle.
Chief among these lessons should be the message Neil Postman tried to
communicate in 1985: that every medium of communication fundamentally alters the
understanding of its users. It applies to the internet no less than it does to television, but
as long as television dominates public discourse in America, Trump’s tactics will prove
invaluable to those who can follow in his footsteps. Sensationalism will remain a
powerful force for gaining and keeping advantages, particularly in a postmodern culture.
Trump’s second lesson follows the first, and it strikes at the heart of both
conservatism and liberalism. American society craves authenticity, and that desire will
only grow more powerful as the millennial generation takes over from Generation X and
the Baby Boomers. Even a liar can succeed, so long as he avoids hypocrisy. Political
polarization and pragmatism will cooperate with populist appeal to create winning
coalitions, and the candidates that can best capitalize on those forces will win the
opportunity to shape the future of their nation.
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